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Introduction
In 2017, the South Island Prosperity Partnership (SIPP) started to gather data for a set of indicators that
could inform business and community leaders on holistic progress of the Greater Victoria regional economy
on an annual basis. This viewpoint, supported through generous sponsorship from Coastal Community Credit
Union, enables decision-makers to set long-term goals and measure progress along the way. However, due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, we realized that the uncertainty called for more “real-time” data. SIPP launched this
Monthly Economic Recovery Dashboard in May as a complementary tool of the annual index and as a way for
the Rising Economy Taskforce to track the region’s economic fall-out and recovery in the months to come.
This fourth edition reports on the 11 indicators that were introduced in the May edition, with one indicator being
removed last month (the monthly E.I. recipients which Statistics Canada has stopped reporting on) and one new
indicator added last month (total business counts with employees in the Victoria Census Metropolitan Area). All
indicators are tracked at the regional (Victoria Census Metropolitan Area) level. This is Canada’s 15th largest
metropolitan region (one of 35 CMAs across Canada) and represents an annual GDP of around $20 billion.
We are thankful to our data partners (Chemistry Consulting, CRD, BC Transit, Victoria Real Estate Board and
others) and we are always looking for additional pieces of data that can help keep our stakeholders and the public
informed. If you find these reports useful or have ideas to improve them, please feel free to tell us.

Overview
An emerging theme for this month is “bracing for transitions”. As we’re all aware by now, two major developments
occurred in the last week that will have direct impact on our regional economy and its ability to survive the coming
months: the StrongerBC Economic Recovery Plan released by the Government of BC (prior to the election being
announced) and this week’s Speech from the Throne that outlined all the elements of the Federal Liberal
Government’s plan to address the COVID-19 fall-out across economic, social, and health spheres. The good
news is the former is new spending that has already passed Treasury Board and will start to roll out and have
immediate impact. Regarding the latter, the Throne Speech announced several program extensions that should
give businesses the confidence they need to brace themselves for what will be a tough winter, but other program
spending that will require debate in and ratification in Parliament before it can roll out.
Here at home many students throughout the region have returned to school. Our strange summer officially came
to a close this week. As we enter the fall there are several transitions looming that we need to brace ourselves for:
1.

End of the Canada Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) on October 2. The Federal Government announced a
new EI program will begin in the near future. CERB recipients will then transition either onto EI or back to the
workforce. The CERB program played an important role in this pandemic, especially early on; but it also
caused issues with small businesses and their ability to bring back employees. Many regard the transition as
timely, but it will also reveal some hidden truths in our economy: how many people can transition back to the
workforce, and how many hours will part-time workers be able to get back as many businesses’ revenues are
still down drastically?

2.

End of the “outdoor weather” and what that might mean for restaurants, retailers, and tourism companies
that were able to capture some domestic dollars over the summer. As this month’s dashboard continues to
show,

tourism indicators remain drastically down from normal levels. Domestic tourism was just not enough for
many businesses. How this will impact them into the slower fall period remains to be seen, but the outlook
for many is grim. We hope that for many of them, the BC Government’s announced grant program last week
(which includes a $10,000 top-up for tourism businesses) will help along with the extension of the Canada
Emergency Wage Supplement (CEWS) into summer 2021.
3.

The emerging “second wave”. Many have already expressed concern over BC’s rising COVID-19 numbers. In
a recent Leger Marketing survey, they revealed that 69% of Canadians and Americans believe that a lockdown
will return within three months. While we don’t know what will happen, the uncertainty this second wave
creates forces us to restrict our own behaviour.

4.

The transition into a new year. As Victoria News reported, economists are suggesting that BC won’t recover
until 2022 at the earliest but may regain some of the estimated 6.1% GDP drop expected in 2020 over 2021.
Even a fast growth of 4% in 2021 is only part way there.

Big questions loom large: how long will the pandemic last? When will a vaccine be available and deployed?
When will the Canada/USA border re-open? How many businesses will close for good? What will increased
vacancy rates do to commercial centres, like Victoria’s beautiful downtown? Are the region’s strong real estate
numbers a sign of a true recovery, or are these number driven by other factors like pent-up demand, low
interest rates and dormant capital? How long will the homelessness issue continue before we determine that
incrementalism isn’t the answer?

Monthly Indicators

(With three-month trend lines and year-over-year comparisons)

Unemployment
• As expected, the three-month moving
average rate of unemployment as
reported by Statistics Canada has
dropped slightly (though not as much
as hoped). The current rate of 10.3%
for August is down from the high of
11.1% reported in July. With the CERB
program coming to an end soon, it
will be important to note how many
recipients will transition back to
the workforce, or exit the workforce
temporarily as they explore other
options (like up-skilling for example).

Average Hotel Occupancy
• This chart shows the average occupancy
across the Greater Victoria region for
each month on a lagged reporting period
(with work completed each month by
Chemistry Consulting group). As you
can see, domestic travel within BC that
started to occur in June was nowhere
near high enough to off-set the strong
reliance our region has on international
travellers (mostly US). July showed more
activities as domestic travellers continued
to come to the island for “stay-cations”
and a group of 19 hotels created a $75
gift card program to encourage locals
to explore their hometown (supported
and promoted by Destination Greater
Victoria). With 35.78% average occupancy
(drastically below the 85.78% from last
July), the average revenues available per
room did improve this month to $63.61
over June ($29.16), but again, drastically
lower than 2019’s $214.02.

BC Ferries (Swartz Bay – Tsawwassen): passenger and vehicle counts
• There are two indicators here that
might tell us about the general
openness of British Columbia internally,
with emphasis on the connection of
the general population to and from the
Capital Region to the lower mainland:
the number of vehicles and the number
of passengers. We elected to include
both to account for potential changes
in travel behaviour.
• It’s no surprise that these numbers,
though still remarkably low year-overyear, have started to increase slightly.
This is a good indication of just how
important BC Ferries’ infrastructure is
to our region. A staggering indicator as
part of this data is the number of buses
this month compared to last year. There
were 63 buses that traveled the Swartz
Bay route this July. Compare that to
2,891 in the same month last summer
and we begin to see how this pandemic
is having detrimental impacts on a
number of businesses—charter bus
companies perhaps most especially.

Victoria International Airport (passenger count)
• It’s hard to overstate the importance of
a healthy and active airport when it
comes to a vibrant, globally-connected,
21st century city economy. We hear
this a lot when talking with in-bound
investment clients and prospects or
among local innovative companies that
want to bring clients up from the USA
(under normal circumstances!). For
this and other reasons, YYJ has an
estimated direct economic output of
$540 million per year.
• Last July, our airport processed
184,591 passengers. This July, just
34,055 Though this is up from 13,467
for the month of June which itself was
double the previous month.

BC Transit (average weekday boardings
across Victoria Regional Transit System)
• We selected this indicator specifically
for weekdays as a proxy for two
things: first, more bus ridership as
our economy opens back up reveals a
certain confidence that people have in
being in close proximity to each other
(even though we know that social
distancing and mask-wearing will be
the norm, for the foreseeable future
at least). Second, it tells us that the
economy is reactivating. Even though
the full ridership will not be possible
(due to post-secondary student riders
both now and for the fall months at
least), more boardings on weekdays
likely means more people traveling to
work across the region.
• The July average weekday ridership of
41,403 is still only half of 2019’s July
average of 94,819, and August only
improved slightly to 43,175 (compared
to 94,822 in August 2019).

Real Estate &Construction: (Greater Victoria): benchmark prices

• Canada’s national home price index was up 9.4% year over
year in August. The average sales price was up 18.5%.
Closer to home we also saw continued upward pressure in
August, though condo benchmark price came down slightly
over July’s figures.
• There are several indicators here (selected from the
monthly reporting done by the Victoria Real Estate
Board and others from the CRD): Single detached home
(benchmark price) and condo (benchmark price) along
with Sale Volumes of housing units. And then we look at
building permits for both residential and non- residential/
commercial across the region.

• In order to accurately reflect the status of the market in
a consistent manner, VREB uses a specific definition to
describe housing prices, which they call their benchmark
price. Also, an important note that VREB recommends
using caution with pricing reports since there are many
variables at play (like interest rate changes, dates
that policy changes take effect, demographic shifts,
strength of external markets, etc.) that can impact these
numbers. However, the benchmark prices might tell
us about consumer confidence (willingness to invest)
and the indirect impacts that real estate sales have on
other sectors of the economy. As shown in the threemonth trends, the prices of both the single detached and
condo benchmarks continue to be strong, perhaps even
surprisingly so given the circumstances.

Real Estate & Construction: total home sales volume
• The second part of the real estate indicators is
the sale volumes. These are also appearing very
strong and even higher than 2019 levels for the
last few months (and way up in August!)
• This indicator will actually have a positive
cascading effect on the local economy as it not
only supports jobs in the real estate and financial
sectors, but the household spending associated
with new home purchases (household goods,
renovations, moving, etc.) will support local
businesses that are in need of customers at the
moment.

Real Estate & Construction: Region-wide Building Permits Issued
• Two indicators we’re tracking in building
permits are summarized as residential
building permits and commercial/
non-residential building permits by
total value issued across the region.
Permitting is a long-term process
and therefore is not a good indicator
of real time economic slow-down (or
uptick!). However, using year over year
and three-month trend lines over time
will tell us about the confidence in our
market. This is an area that lagged in
the capital region after the 2008-2009
recession and in fact, took years to get
back up to the 2007 record-breaking
year that nearly reached a billion in
permits (across all categories).

• The permitting data for April and May
revealed a sharp slow-down in the
permits issued, but as we predicted, it
did bounce back. However, we did not
expect the development pipelines to
be quite this strong with Commercial/
non-residential up 169% over the same
month last year (important to note that
these categories vary quite a bit each
month as a large project could have
been approved that would skew the
numbers, but still, a good indication
that construction will remain strong).
The residential projects are also up
quite a bit going from $103.7M in June
to $133.6M in July. Comparatively, July
2019 saw $55.0M worth of residential
projects approved.

Business Counts (Greater Victoria) with employees
• This is a new indicator last month,
but is only reported every six months
by Statistics Canada which means
it will be left here as a benchmark to
compare to once we know the full
extent that this pandemic is having on
the region’s economy and business
community. The BC stats are also
included to give us some context
on how our region may be impacted
relative to the province as a whole

Rising Economy Dashboard
The Monthly Economic Recovery Dashboard is produced by:

Quick Links
Learn More About SIPP
Click Here

Read the Latest Updates

from the Rising Economy Taskforce
Click Here

Read SIPP’s Annualized Indicators
within the South Island Prosperity Index
Click Here

Disclaimer:
These graphs were produced by the South Island Prosperity Partnership (SIPP) for the purpose of economic development strategic decisionmaking and public information. Data are from reliable third parties and valid sources; however, caution should be used if and when using these
data for business or investment decisions. SIPP is not liable for financial implications due to interpreting these data. Please contact us should
you have questions: info@southislandprosperity.ca

